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Harley-Davidson motorcycles conform to all applicable U.S.A. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
and U.S.A. Environmental Protection Agency regulations effective on the date of manufacture.

To maintain the safety, dependability, and emission and noise control performance, it is essential that
the procedures, specifications and service instructions in this manual are followed.

Any substitution, alteration or adjustment of emission system and noise control components outside of
factory specifications may be prohibited by law.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Harley-Davidson Motor Company



READER COMMENTS

Please comment on the completeness, accuracy, organization, usability, and readability of this manual.

Please list the page, item, and part number(s) of any errors you find in this manual.

Please tell us how we can improve this manual.

Occupation:

Name: Dealership:

Street: Depar tment:

City: State: Zip:

Please clip out and mail to:
Service Communications Department
Harley-Davidson Motor Company
P.O. Box 653
Milwaukee, WI USA 53201

The Harley-Davidson Service Communications Department maintains a continuous effort to improve the quality
and usefulness of its publications. To do this effectively, we need user feedback - your critical evaluation of
this manual.





FOREWORD
GENERAL

WARNING

The rider's safety depends upon propermotorcycle service
and maintenance. If a procedure in this manual is not
within your capabilities or you do not have the correct
tools, have a Harley-Davidson dealer perform the
procedure. Improper service or maintenance could result
in death or serious injury. (00627b)

This electrical diagnostic manual has been prepared with two
purposes in mind. First, it will acquaint the user with the
construction of the Harley-Davidson product and assist in the
performance of repair. Secondly, it will introduce to the
professional Harley-Davidson Technician the latest field-tested
and factory-approved diagnostic methods.We sincerely believe
that this manual will make your association with
Harley-Davidson products more pleasant and profitable.

HOW TO USE YOUR MANUAL

Refer to the table below for the content layout of this manual.

CHAPTERNUMBER
Initial Diagnostics1

Serial Data2

Starting and Charging3

Instruments4

Accessories, Horn, Lighting and Security5

Engine Management6

ABS7

Appendix A WiringA

Appendix B Connector RepairB

Appendix C ReferenceC

Use the TABLE OF CONTENTS (which follows this
FOREWORD) and the INDEX (at the back of this manual) to
quickly locate subjects. Chapters and topics in this manual are
sequentially numbered for easy navigation.

For example, a cross-reference shown as 2.2
SPECIFICATIONS refers to chapter 2 CHASSIS, heading 2.2
SPECIFICATIONS.

For quick and easy reference, all pages contain a chapter
number followed by a page number. For example, page 3-5
refers to page 5 in Chapter 3.

A number of acronyms and abbreviations are used in this
document. See the GLOSSARY (Page C-1) for a list of
acronyms, abbreviations and definitions.

PREPARATION FOR SERVICE

TOOL NAMEPART NUMBER
DIGITAL TECHNICIAN IIHD-48650

WARNING

Stop the engine when refueling or servicing the fuel
system. Do not smoke or allow open flame or sparks near
gasoline. Gasoline is extremely flammable and highly
explosive, which could result in death or serious injury.
(00002a)

Good preparation is very important for efficient service work.
Start each job with a clean work area. This will allow the repair
to proceed as smoothly as possible. It will also reduce the
incidence of misplaced tools and parts.

Clean a motorcycle that is excessively dirty before work starts.
Cleaning will occasionally uncover sources of trouble. Gather
any tools, instruments and any parts needed for the job before
work begins. Interrupting a job to locate tools or parts is a
distraction and causes needless delay.

NOTE
• To avoid unnecessary disassembly, carefully read all related

service information before repair work begins.

• In figure legends, the number which follows the name of a
part indicates the quantity necessary for one complete
assembly.

• When servicing a vehicle equipped with the Harley-Davidson
Smart Security System (H-DSSS), first disarm the system.
Keep the fob close to the vehicle or use DIGITAL
TECHNICIAN II (PART NUMBER: HD-48650) to disable
the system. Activate the system after service is completed.

SERVICE BULLETINS

In addition to the information presented in this manual,
Harley-Davidson Motor Company will periodically issue service
bulletins to Harley-Davidson dealers. Service bulletins cover
interim engineering changes and supplementary information.
Consult the service bulletins to keep your product knowledge
current and complete.

USE GENUINE REPLACEMENT PARTS

WARNING

Harley-Davidson parts and accessories are designed for
Harley-Davidsonmotorcycles. Using non-Harley-Davidson
parts or accessories can adversely affect performance,
stability or handling, which could result in death or serious
injury. (00001b)

To achieve satisfactory and lasting repairs, carefully follow the
service manual instructions and use only genuine
Harley-Davidson replacement parts. Behind the emblem
bearing the words GENUINEHARLEY-DAVIDSON standmore
than 100 years of design, research, manufacturing, testing and
inspecting experience. This is your assurance that the parts
you are using will fit right, operate properly and last longer.

WARNINGS AND CAUTIONS

Statements in this manual preceded by the following words
are of special significance.
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